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Pub'ic Service Electric and Gae. Company P O. Ekm 236 Hancocka Bridge, fk. Jersey 08038

Hapa Creek Generating Station

1

DATE March 11, 1992

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Contrc'! Desk
Washington, DC 20555

,

Dear Sir:

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354
-UNIT NO. 1
LIC'ENSEE EVENT REPORT 91-019-02

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursusant to
the requirements of 10CFR.73(a)(2)(iv).

Sincerely,

N;tr3,
b,.5. Bdg n

_ . .

General Manager -
Hope Drehk Operations
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MlSTRAC? O.fd
On-11/21/91 at 0500 hours, _ Control Room operators (Ro licensed)
discovered that the "E" Filtration Recirculation Ventilation (FRVS)
fan was' running, After verifying no valid start _ signals wore present

,

>the' fan was secured. At 0638 hours during shift turnover the "E"
-FRVS fan started a second time. Operators noticed the fan start
during panel. walk down._They again verified no valid start signals
were-present and secured the fan.- Operators could not determine the
cause-of the fan start and requested Instriment and Control
~ Technicians to-investigate.- On 12/13/91 the E FRVS win instrumented
and the'FRVS System (A,B,C and D FRVS Recirc fans) was placed in
service to determine:the root cause of the spurious fan starts in
conjunction-with DOP/ Halide testing. The FRVS System was-in service
for 6.5 hours with no auto fan stuts occurring. The fans were
secured at 1222 hours at the completion of the DoP/Halldo . tent. At
1557 hours-the_E_FRVS Recirc fan spuriously started and was
subsequently secured by operations personnel. Subsequent
; investigation hat, revealed an accumulation of water in the low flow

'
switch' sensing lines as the most probable cause of the spurious-fan
starts. The testing did result in additional-fan starts, on 12/23/91
the standby "E"-FRVS Recirc unit, on 1/2/92 the-sOandby "F" FRVS ,

'Fecirc unit Auto' started and:on 1/,14/92 "E" FRVF Recirc unit auto
started. An additional start of the "E" FRVS N circ unit occurred on-

2/16/92 following a surveillance test run.' Previous corrective actions '

-to' ensure the accumulated. water is drained. periodically has improved
_ operation of tho system; however, subsequent investigation has revealed- |"

the need for more frequent draining and the possibility of rerouting
the instrument tubing to eliminate collection points.
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p1 Alit _Al1Q SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
Filtration Recirculation Vontilation System (FRVS)
_ (FIIS Designation: BH)

.
-

IDJJTIFICATION OF OpQURRENCE

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation - Unplanned start of standby
Filtration Recirculation System Recirculation Fan E.

Event Date: 11/23/91, 12/13/91, 12/23/93, 1/2/92, 1/14/92 and 2/1r./92
- Event Time: 11/23/91 - 0500, 0638, 0801, 12/13/91 - 1557, 12/23/91 -

0006. |2345, 1/2/92 - 0707, 1/14/92 1710 and 2/16/92- -

This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 91-163A, 91-174, 91-182.
.92-003, 92-009 and 92-034. |

EORDM, IONS PIII.01LT.O. OCCUImI11.fc

_ Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power 100%, Unit load 1111 MWe.

DESCRIPTION Of_QCRURBENICE

On 11/23/91 at 0500 hours, Control Rocm Operators (RO licensed)
discovered _that the "E" Filtration - Recirculation -Ventilation (FRVS)- fan
was running. After verifying no valid start sJgnals were present-the
- fan was securad. At 0638 hours during shift turnover the "E" FRVS fan
started a second time. Operators noticed the fan start during panel
walk =down. They again' verified no valid start signals were present and a

secured,the fan. Operators could not determine the cause of tho fan
start and: requested Instrument and Control Tecnnicians to investigate.
The Technicians proceeded to-drain the instrument lines _ as moisture
accumu.tation had been responsible for previoun 1ncidents of spurious
-fan starts. No moisture was noted and no direct cause for the fan
starts _could be determined. _The fan started again at 0801 hours
; prompting operations personnel to_ secure the operating = fan and declare

_

the fan-inoperable. -

On 12/13/91 the E FRVS was instrumented and the FRVS System (A,B,C and
-D:FRVS Recirc fans)-was-placed in service-to determine the root-cauce
of.the spurious fan _ starts in conjunction with DOP/Hallde testing. The
FRVS' System was-in service for.6.5-hours with no auto fan starta
occurring.- ~The fans were secured at 1222 hours at the completion of

. the DOP/ Halide test. At 1557 hours the E.FRVS Recirc fan. spuriously
started'and was subsequently secured by operations personnel. The1

recorder paper was removed and forwarded to System Engineering for
evaluation..The. testing did' result in additional fan. starts, on i

12/23/91 the standby "E" FRVS Recirc unit, on 1/2/92 the standby "F"
FRVS Recirc unit auto started and on 1/14/92-"E" FRVS Recirc unit auto
s arted An additional' start'of the "E" FRVS Recirc unit occurred ont
; 2/16/92 following -a surveillance test run. | |
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bHAMEIS OF OCC11RITRE

The FRVS system is designed to mitigate the consequences of an accident
by reraoving Iodine from the reactor building atmosphere prior to
release and maintaining reactor building pressure negative following a
design basis accident or refueling accident. The system consists of
six 25% capacity recirculation fan units and two loot capacity vont fan
units. A typical alignment, when the system is placed in service,
would consist of four recirculation units and one vent unit running -

with the remaining units in standby. The standby recirculation units
will auto start if a low flow condition were to develop on a running
recirculation fan. All fans start on an ESF signal of either Low
Reactor Level (-38") or liign Drywell pressure (1.68 psig) or Reactor

,

Building / Refuel Floor exhaust high radiation.

The low flow start signal is generated via flow switches located on the
outlet of the recirculation units and is processed through the Bailey
Logic panel. When the logic senses low flow on a running fari an auto
start signal is generated to start a standby fan. The configuration of
the logic will send an auto start signal whenever low flow is sensed;
however, the duration of the signal is only one second long. This
allows the standby fans to be placed in auto after the running fans
have been secured. If the signal is reset by either a valid or
spurious flow signal and subsequently low flow is sensed again, a new
start signal will be generated to start the standby fan.
The switch has a range of .G4 - .35" of water, with the trip setpoint
set at .1" of water.

_

A review of the test data gathered during and following the test runs
revealed two failed flow switches associated with the low flow start
logic for the E FRVS Recirc fan. One of the switches had failed in the
low flow state, which woul.1 ha 'o prevented the E FRVS Recirc tan auto
stort if the C FRVS Recire fan nod developed an actual . low flow. The
remaining f ailed switch was cpere ting intermittently changing state
from low flow to adequate flow and low flow again regardless of C FRVS
Recirc fan operation resulting in spurious fan starting.

The two low flow switches were removed from the units and an as found
calibration was performed. One of the switches calibrated
satisf a;;:torily while the second unit was found to be out of tolerance.
Following the calibration, both switches were disassembled f or an
internal inspection. The switch which failed calibration showed signs
of moisture intrusion and the diaphragm appeared to be disformed. The
second switch diaphragm appeared normal but signs of moisture intrusion
were present.

|

|

|
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- An inspection of the instrument sensing linos revealed approximately 4
ounces of water had accumulated in the 1ine. The configuration of the
sensing line is such that a large loop is formed between the sensing
device and the flow switches. The loop accumulates water to such c -

degree that accurato cormunication from the nensing device to the
; switch is lost. The subsequent starts experienced on 12/23/91, 1/2/92,
1/14/92 and 2/16/92 were attributed to water accumulation in the |
sensing lines during follow up testing committed to in LER 91-019 rev i

u.
.

APPAREt[T_CM1EX 9F OQCHEREtCE
,

The cause of E and F'FRVS Recire fan starts is the accumulation of
water in the low-flow switch and instrument lines combined with minor
pressure perturbation in the ventilation system causing actuation of
the low flow auto' start logic. Although procedures currently direct

. personnel to drain the accumulated water f ollowing system operatic,n,
the' methods employed did not allow all the water to be drained due to
differont-tubing configuration on individual fan units.

,

F

Tno accumulation of water is also responsible for the failure of the
flow switch to sense actual flow when the fan is running thereby
inhibiting the auto start teature of the standby unit e i f a running fan
were to trip.

PRE 11ous occ0RREt[ Cgs

- There have been 9-previous occurrences of auto starts of the standby
: FRVS Recirculation fans as reported in LERS 87-016, 87-033, 90-006,-90

-023,.90-034, 91-018, 91-019 rev 0 and.91-019 rev 1. The'cause of the
|previous events were attributed to the'less-than adequate design of the *

auto start logie. In two.of the events LER 90-034 and-91-018 similar
-conditions, as stated above, were reported as the cause of that-event.

ShEETY . SlQHLEL9hNR

This event poced minimal safety significance as the system would have:
' operated.as designed in an actual emergency. 'Although-a low flow . '

condition on C FRVS Recirc fan would not have auto started the E PRVS
i

: Recirc fan, the~F FRVS Recire fan was capable of auto-starting from the

( C FRVS Recirc fan.
I
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EQERLCIIVE. AC[lQHS

1. The' instrument lines have been removed and cleaned and the two ;

inoperable low flow switches have boon replaced.

2. The-cooling water coil on the outlet of the fan unit has been
inspected to determine it was not the source of the moisturo.

;

3.'A-Dosign Change Package has been approved for installation at the
next-outage which w111 prevent spurious starts from the low flow
- switches during normal plant operation.

4. System Engineering is continuing testing to determine why the water
.. is-accumulating in the inntrument lines including a review of the '

offectivoness of previous correctivo actions. - Additional design
changes may be implemented upon completion of the review. '

- 5. A' follow-up report will be submitted when the cause and corrective
actions for item 4 arc determined.

>.

.

I

Sincerely,

= , , -
,

J.J.jllagpn'

General / Manager -
llope Crook operations

'
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